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      Assignment 15 
            

Please watch Lesson 15 and Tutorial 15 before attempting this assignment. 

          
Part A 

 

1. Use three words of the ‘law’ family as verbs, each in a sentence in passive voice.                              

2. Noting that the 3rd form of a verb is basically an adjective form, which rule of English syntax do we 

find preserved in the ‘be + 3rd form’ format? Explain with the help of an example.               

3. Which verbs in the following sentences play the basic role of verbs and which are carrying the meaning 

in their adjective forms?                                                          

a) The scientists were taken captive. 

b) He was dealt with seriously for the mistake.                                                                

c) The food was served hot. 

4. Cite five verbs from the list of common verbs shown in the lecture video which cannot be written in the   

    ‘be + 3rd form’ format in passive voice. Explain why it is so.                                                                                           

    Use three other such verbs from your side, each in a sentence. 

     5. Write the three sentences of question 1 in all the other tenses.                                                                                                                                                  

6. Write three interrogative sentences in the passive voice using the words of ‘day’ family. 

7. Write the answers to the questions in the previous exercise in passive voice using words from the word    

family ‘law’ or ‘day’. 

8. What is the difference between ‘finish’ and ‘complete’?                                                                       
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Part B 

 
Frame the sentences, as required. [Use discretion regarding articles.] 

        [be] : are / am / is / were / was / will be                               
          [3rd] : given / taken / sold / loved / bought / brought / written / … 

          [Details] on where / when / why / how / what / whom / by whom / … 

 

S.No. [Subject]         [be]      [3rd]      Type   [Details] 

    1  I   present, positive  

    2  students   future, positive  

    3  one   future, negative  

    4  spectacles   past, negative  

    5   tray   future, interrogative  

    6  director   past, interrogative  

    7  he   present, query: when  

    8  aunt   present, negative  

    9  bag   present, positive  

 10  car   past, query: what  
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    11 bottle   present, query: 

which 

 

    12 success   past, query: by 

whom 

 

    13 sanctuary   present, positive  

    14 police   future, query: when  

    15  theatre   future, negative  

    16 dress   past, negative  

    17 lawn   past, interrogative  

    18 author   past, positive  

    19 decision   future, positive  

    20 book   present, positive  

 


